YOU ARE WORTHY.

NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE.

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO.

YOU MATTER BECAUSE YOU ARE.

(sponsored by feminism)
YOU HAVE THE POWER
TO CREATE YOUR OWN WORLD.

(sponsored by feminism)
YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
YOU DEPEND ON ALL LIFE FORMS. ALL LIFE FORMS DEPEND ON YOU. LIBERATE ALL LIFE FORMS. YOU TOO WILL BE LIBERATED.
(sponsored by feminism)
YES, YOU ARE AN EXPERT IN SOMETHING.
YOU ARE AN EXPERT IN YOUR OWN LIFE.

(sponsored by feminism)
LOVE:
ALLOWING OTHERS TO BE THEMSELVES.
ALLOWING YOURSELF TO BE YOU.

(sponsored by feminism)
OOPS—YOU SHOULD’VE SAID THAT. IT’S TIME TO DEACTIVATE YOUR OWN CENSOR. SPEAK YOUR MIND. YOU HAVE ONE FOR A REASON.

(sponsored by feminism)
RUNNING ON FUMES?
YOUR NEEDS ARE JUST AS REAL AS ANYONE’S.
EXPRESS THEM.
INDULGE THEM.

(sponsored by feminism)
CONTROLLING AND BEING CONTROLLED NEVER SEEMS TO WORK VERY WELL. FEEL FREE TO FREE YOURSELF. THERE IS PEACE IN WHAT ONCE LOOKED LIKE CHAOS. (sponsored by feminism)
ALLOW YOURSELF TO FEEL FEAR. BUT NEVER BE AFRAID. MANY MAY TRY TO INSTILL FEAR WITHIN YOU. BUT YOU MAY CONVERT THAT ENERGY INTO EMPOWERMENT.

(sponsored by feminism)
UNSURE? IN DOUBT?
QUESTIONING?
GOOD.
LET NO ONE CONVINCE YOU OF ONE RIGHT WAY.
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